WELCOME

ACCURATE INFORMATION.
INTELLIGENT DECISIONS.

Lockesleys Electrical Services boasts a premium service in
electrical installation and maintenance. With unrivalled customer
service and client delivery, we now offer this package to you.
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ABOUT

Lockesleys Electrical Services would like to introduce to you the highest quality
and reliable electrical service covering London and the surrounding areas. We
have been established for many years and offer services to both private and
commercial clients.
Our mission is to provide a competitive first class professional service for our
customers. We ensure that our staff are competent, well mannered and fully
trained.
We currently work for many property management agents, educational
establishments and local authorities, carrying out works to domestic and
commercial premises. Our scope of works include: day-to-day repairs, routine
maintenance & testing of electrical installations, out of hours emergencies and
large scale contracts, as an example: installation of emergency lighting and
installation of new lateral main supplies to dwellings.
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TESTING &
INSPECTION

- Electrical Inspection Condition Report (EICR)
- Planned Proventative Maintenance (PPM)
- Portable Appliance Testing (PAT)
- Load Testing

We have a dedicated team to deal with all forms of works from
emergency call-outs to planned works. We have flexible booking
times and a courtesy call-ahead service if desired, to ensure
appointments are kept with no surprises.

MAJOR WORKS

REPAIRS

Lockesleys Electrical undertake upgrading & rewiring of various sized
tower blocks, which includes installation of lateral mains, landlord’s
lighting and power to communal areas and individual flats. We
also carry out works for a number of local authorities maintaining
communal areas of buildings, courtyards and car parks. We
undertake testing of major sites, domestic and commercial.

Lockesleys Electrical offer a detailed Planned Preventative
Maintenance schedule for Property and Block Management
companies. We map out all works to be undertaken for all properties
throughout the year. Our engineers are tasked with completing
scheduled maintenance and to report back any other potential issues
whilst on site.

PLANNED
MAINTENANCE

From PAT testing to large scale commercial works, Lockesleys has got you covered for all of
your electrical and compliance needs. If you are a Landlord, a Property Manager, a Facilities
Manager or a Contract Manager you will be impressed with our high quality of service,
throughout our private and commercial expertise.
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GET IN TOUCH

Feel free to pop into our London based office in Vauxhall, or
alternatively you can reach us by telephone, email or via our website.
Our office is open from 08:00 to 17:00, Monday to Friday. We have staff
ready to provide fully transparent quotations or to resolve any queries.
If you have an out-of-hours emergency, call anytime and we will have
our closest engineer out to your location in good time.

0207 720 6621
www.lockesleys.com
info@lockesleys.com
16-18 Wilcox Rd | LONDON | SW8 2UX
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TESTIMONIALS
Lockesleys Electrical Services have provided electricians for our Estate
Agents for the past couple of years. They have proven to be reliable
and cost effective whilst also offering on-going support when needed.
I’d highly recommend them.
- Bradley Davies, Property Manager. Homewood Homes -

I need to use their services often in connection with my work. They are
always very cheerful and helpful and will do their best to try and get to a
job as soon as possible. I am happy to recommend their services.
- Tracy Haddow. Property Manager. Crown Mayfair -

The Manager, Darryn, is professional and very helpful. I’ve changed
arrangements from time to time but he always accommodates my
requests. The electricians, Ryan and Tom most recently, are also
very professional and friendly. They’ve done work for me for years
and I will wait until they are free to come rather than find someone
else. Having said that, in an emergency Darryn will get some one
here. Excellent company.
- Chrystabel Austin, Local Resident -

Lockesleys are a savour! After calling other electricians for over 2
hours I couldn’t get anyone to come out same day. Within 45 mins of
calling them, I had a friendly qualified Electrician over who was able to
diagnose and fix the problem very quickly. Excellent service, thoroughly
recommend, thank you!
- Gurmukh Panesar, local resident -

Very happy with service provided by highly competent skilled employees good communications and quick service.
- Raymond Phelps, Property Manager. HML Group -
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16-18 Wilcox Rd
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ACCREDITATION

CLIENTS

